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A geometrical formulation of nonlinear Hamiltonian boundary value problems 
is presented. It involves a distance geometry which is a generalization of hyper- 
circle geometry for linear boundary value problems. The connection with dual 
extremum principles is also exhibited. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The hypercircle [l] provides a geometrical formulation of certain linear 
boundary value problems, but there does not seem to be a corresponding more 
general geometry which describes nonlinear problems. In this paper we examine 
the question for nonlinear problems of Hamiltonian form and construct a 
suitable distance geometry which contains the hypercircle geometry as a special 
case. 
Hamiltonian boundary value problems are described by equations of the form 
T$I = W, in V, a+=iVlu on av,, (1.1) 
T*u = W, in V, &u=N, on aV,. (1.2) 
Here u and C$ are elements of the real linear vector spaces !& and .C$, of functions 
defined in a region V of En with boundary aV = aV, + aV, . These spaces are 
formed into real inner product spaces H, and Hb by adjoining the inner products 
( , ) and ( , ), respectively. T: Hd + H, is a linear operator with formal adjoint 
T*: H, + Hd defined by 
(u, Wv = <T*u, +>v + (u, 4)av , UEH,, +EH,. (1.3) 
Here CJ is an operator mapping Hd into H,, on aV, with adjoint a* defined by 
(UT u&w = (a*% #J>av . (1.4) 
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The case we have in mind corresponds to 
T = grad, T* = -div, u =n, u* = n., (1.5) 
with the standard Hilbert inner product, but there are other examples of such 
operators (cf. [2]). In (1.1) and (1.2), W(u, #), M(U), and N(+) are given dif- 
ferentiable functionals defined on D = Q, x s2, , Q,, , and In, , respectively. 
Subscripts on functionals denote abstract derivatives. 
Solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) are assumed to exist and are denoted by s = (u, +). 
Conditions for the uniqueness of s are given later (cf. Section 3). 
2. CONVEXITY 
We define the following numbers 
4 = W(Ui , 6) - W(% , A> - (Ui - uj , W,,)]” , 
Bij = -P’(u~ , (bj> - W(ui ,4i) - ($j - & , Wd,)] v , 
xij = -L”(%) - M(“j) - (% - #j 9 Mu,)]aV, 3 
yir = -w43 - W#i) - <A - +i , N&la”, , 
for all si = (~4~ , &) andsj=(u,,+j)inH=H,,xH4.Thenif 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Ai* > 0, B, >, 0, xij b 0, yij > 0, (2.5) 
it follows that W is convex in IL and concave in 6, M is concave, and N is concave. 
If the inequality > in (2.5) is replaced by a strict inequality, we say that the 
functional is convex (or concave) definite. 
3. GEOMETRY 
We now define a correlation function 
Piilcl = t”i - % 9 wu, - wuJV - (di - #j 9 W*t - W*,) V 
- (ui - uj 1 Mu, - %,)av, - (A - dj 3 Nd, - N&av, - 
(3.1) 
This provides a connection between any set of four points si ,.,., sr in H, and 
we see that for nonlinear boundary value problems Pijkl is not bilinear. In 
general, therefore, PsjkL lacks certain desirable symmetry properties, and to 
overcome this we introduce a symmetrized correlation function 
(3.2) 
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The new space 
s = (sz, P) (3.3) 
is the basis of our distance geometry. 
3.1. Linear Boundary Value Problems 
For linear boundary value problems, the function P reduces to that used in 
the construction of the hypercircle geometry. To see this, consider the boundary 
value problem 
T+ = u in V, 4 = 48 on av,, (3.4) 
T*u =f -gt# in V, U*U = &iB on av,, (3.5) 
where f, g, +B , and uB are all prescribed functions. In this case, suitable func- 
tionals W, M, and N are 
and 
W(% 4) = &(u, 4 - :<+t P#> + <f> 4>, (3.6) 
w4 = 04 h?), (3.7) 
NW = <u*ue 9 4). (3.8) 
Using (3.6) to (3.8), we find that 
Pijkt = PGH = (% - uj 7 uk - %)v + (6 - dj 3 g(bk - A)>, (3.9) 
= (Si - Sj) . (Sk - s,), (3.10) 
where 
si ’ sj = (% 3 I(f)V + (9i J &j>V (3.11) 
is the scalar product of hypercircle geometry (cf. [I, 31). Equation (3.9) shows 
that for linear problems, P reduces to a bilinear form, and (3.10) shows its 
connection with the hypercircle which is based on the inner product space 
s = (Q, si . Sj). 
3.2. Nonlinear Boundary Value Problems 
We now return to the more general case of nonlinear problems and derive 
the basic properties of i5 and the space S = (B, P). 
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PROPERTY 1. Symmetries. For all points si in S, it follows from the defini- 
tion (3.2) that 
Piikl = Pklij = Pjillc = P,,,, = -Pjikl = -&, ) 
JFiijkl + P@lj + Piljk = 0. 
These’ agree with the symmetries possessed by 
Qijkt = (G - sj) . (s/c - st)v 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
that is, the hypercircle function of (3.10). 
PROPERTY 2. Multiplication by zero. For all si ,..., s1 in S, 
Pi&l = 0 = Pijka * (3.14) 
The bilinear Qiikl also satisfies (3.14). 
PROPERTY 3. Generalized cosine rule. For all si , si , sk in S, 
Pjikjle - Fijii - Pi?& f 2Pijil, = 0. (3.15) 
This result is also satisfied by Qijkl of (3.13), and in that case, (3.15) is simply a 
statement of the cosine rule for triangles. 
Proof. To prove (3.19 we define the inner product { , } by 
isi 7 sj> = C”i 3 %)V + <4i P +d>V + t”i , uikJVl + (9i 7 +j)c?Y, 7 
where si = (ui , &). We also define the image i(si) = & of si by 
fi = @i ,$a), 
where 
Iii = Wuz in V, & = -W,, in V, 
= -Mui on aV,, = -N,+, on aV,. 
Then from (3.1) we see that 
Pii,, = {Si - sj , s;, - $}. 
* They are also the basic symmetry properties of the Riemann tensor Rirrl 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
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Hence, by (3.2), 
F&k = {Sj - Sk ) sj - fk}, 
qjii = -{St - sj , si - $}, 
- 
-Pikik = -{Si - Sk 9 fi - Sk}, 
Pi’ij{r = {Si - Sj 7 .Fi - s;L} + {s”i - .?j , Si - Sk}. 
Adding these, we obtain the result (3.15). The idea of using images in the proof 
was suggested to the author by Professor J. L. Synge. 
We now wish to define distance in our space S. For linear problems this is 
done via (3.10) by imposing the condition, 
g 2 0, (3.20) 
so that Qijii > 0, and the space S = (52, Q) is then an inner product space. 
In an analogous way we require conditions which ensure that pijij will be 
nonnegative. Thus, we introduce: 
CONDITIONS C. 
W is convex in u, concave in I$, 
M and N are concave, 
at least one of these is definite. 
(3.21) 
These are equivalent to 
Aij > 0, Bij 2 0, xij 2 0, yij 3 0, (3.22) 
and at least one of the inequalities is strict. 
PROPERTY 4. Positivity. If Conditions C hold, we have 
Pijij > 0 i#j 
=o i=j 
for all Si , Sj in S. 
Proof. From the definition (3.2), 
(3.23) 
pijij = (% - uj Y Wu, - Wuj)y - (+i - +j 3 W*< - W*j) y 
- (Ui - uj > Mui- M,,)av, - <$i - +j, N+ - N,+,,)av, 
= (Aij + Aji) + (Bij + Bji) + (Xii + Xji) + (Yij + Yji> (3.24) 
>o i#j 
=o i=j, 
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by (3.22), where Aij ,..., Yij are defined in (2.1) to (2.4). This completes the 
proof. 
When Property 4 holds, we can define the distance dij between two points si 
and sj in S by 
d:j = Pijij . (3.25) 
For linear problems, dii then reduces to the distance between points in the 
hypercircle geometry, that is, d:j = (si - si) * (si - sj), by (3.10) and (3.25). 
In terms of dij , Property 3 in (3.15) can be written as 
dTk = dfj + di”l, - 2& , (3.26) 
which resembles the ordinary cosine rule. 
PROPERTY 5. Uniqueness of solution s. If Conditions C hold, the solution s 
of the boundary value problem (1.1) and (1.2) is unique. 
Proof. Suppose s is not unique and let si and sa be two distinct solutions. 
Then from Property 4 we have 
- 
p1212 > 0. 
But 
P -{s - S} 1212 - 1 - s2 P Sl - 2 
= (111 - u2 , wu, - WUJV - (41 - $2 7 w*, - %,>v 
- h - u2 > W, - JGl)av, - ($1 - 42 y Nm, - Ndav, 
= (Ul - u2 , Wl - #2Nv - (41 - $2 P T*(% - u2Dv 
- (Ul - %? , 441 - b2)>av, - (75 - $2 y u*(% - u2Dav, 
= 0, by (1.3). 
This contradicts (3.27). Hence s is unique. 
Now we define two subsets of (or curves in) S by 
Sl = (Ql 7 P) and s2 = (sa,,P), 
where 
and 
Q, ={(u,+)EQ: T+ = W,in V,a$ =A&onaVi}, 
f2, = {(u, 4) E 52: T*u = W, in I’, u*u = Nd on aV,>. 
The solutions s of (1. l), (1.2), if they exist, belong to S, n S, . 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
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PROPERTY 6. S, and S, intersect orthogonally at s. Let Conditions C hold, 
so that s is unique. Then for s1 in S, and sa in S, , and si - s, sa - s small, 
%o, = 0, 2 (3.32) 
where the subscript 0 on H denotes the solution s, and 0, denotes terms that are 
third order in s1 - s and ss - s. By (3.26) this means that 
(3.33) 
that is, S, and S, intersect orthogonally at the solution s. 
Proof, Consider 
Now take points s. I , . . . , sr near s and expand functions about s. Thus, for example, 
Hence 
wU, = w, + w~,(“k - *) + w,,($, - +) + 0, , 
W6k = wd + w,,(+k - 4) + wd&k - u) + 0,) 
n/r,s = M, + Muu(*rc - *> + 0, , 
&, = N, + %k,hc - 9) + 0, . 
In particular, we therefore have 
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For sr E S, and sa E S’s, we also have 
TOA - 4) = vu, - W, = W,&h - 4 + Wud+l - b) + 0, in V, 
+I- 4 = Mu1 - Mu = Mu&, - 4 + 0, on i?V,, 
T*(u2 - u> = Wb, - W, = Wd+2 - 4) + Wdu(u2 - u) + 0, in V, 
u*(uz - u) = Iv& - Nta = %(42 - d> + 02 on aV,. 
Hence 
~tno2 = (u - ~2 9 W - 51) - Wu& - MY 
- (4 - A, T*(u - ~2) - W& - 1~zDv 
- (u - u2 3 44 - 4dav, - (4 - $1 3 u*tu - u,hw, + 02 
= 02 
by (1.3). This is the required result. Hence the curves S, and S, intersect 
orthogonally at the exact solution s. 
4. GEOMETRY AND EXTREMUM PRINCIPLES 
There is a connection between our distance geometry and dual extremum 
principles for the Hamiltonian boundary value problems (l.l), (1.2). 
A variational formulation of (1.1) and (1.2) can be given in terms of the action 
functional or potential (cf. [4]) 
Z(u, $1 = (11, T+)v - uI’(u> 4)~ - (u, u&v, + M(u)av, - W)av, > 
= CT*@, d>v - W(u, $1~ + MWav, + <u*u, $>a~, - W>av, . 
From this we have 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
4 = (T4 - W,), - (4 - ~dav, , (4.3) 
Z = (T*u - W,), + (U*U - &)a~, , (4.4) 
and hence Z(u, 4) is stationary at the solution s = (u, $) of the problem in (1.1) 
and (1.2). 
Using (4.1) and (4.2) and the two subsets S, and S, in (3.29), we next define 
functionals J and G by setting 
Joi&) = 4% > 41) via (4.1), with @I 3 dl) E Sl 9 (4.5) 
and 
G(u2) = 4~2 > 42) via (4.2), with G42 > $2) i s2 * (4.6) 
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It follows from these definitions that J($i) is stationary at $ and G(u,) is stationary 
at u. Further we find, as in [4], that 
and 
where 
G(u) - G(u,) = Z,, , (4.8) 
and A, ,..., Yij are defined by (2.1) to (2.4). 
If Conditions C in (3.21) hold, 
Ai* 9 Bij , Xij > Yii 3 0 (at least one > 0) for all i, j, (4.10) 
giving 
zij > 0 ifj, 
(4.11) 
= 0 i=j. 
and hence, from (4.7) and (4.8) we have the dual extremum principles (cf. [4]) 
G@,) G G(u) = k d) = JW G J(h), (4.12) 
equality holding when sr = s and ss = s. 
Using (3.24) and (4.9) we also have 
dFj = Fijij = zij + zji ) all i, j. 
Hence from (4.7) and (4.8) 
41 = ZOI + Go = J(+J - J(4) + -&I 7 
and 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
d:, = Zo, + Z,, = Z,, + G(u) - G(4. (4.15) 
These provide a connection between our geometrical distance function dij and 
the action functionals J and G of the variational theory. 
For linear boundary value problems there is extra symmetry, namely, 
giving 
Aij = Aji , Bij = Bji , xij = x*i , Yij = Yji , 
z<j = z,i , all i, j. (4.16) 
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It then follows from (4.7), (4.8), and (4.13) that 
dcfl = W(dl) - JW 
and 
d,$ = 2{G(u) - G(u,)}. 
Further, in the linear case, Property 6 simplifies to 
2 4s = d,“l + d& 
= W(41) - GO4 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
by (4.17) and (4.18), and S, and S, become orthogonal a&e subspaces (straight 
lines). These results (4.17) to (4.19) for linear boundary value problems appear 
in earlier work [3] and provide the connection between the variational formula- 
tion and the geometrical formulation in terms of the hypercircle. 
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